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A game and its relation to netweight and D-spaesGary Gruenhage, Paul SzeptykiAbstrat. We introdue a two player topologial game and study the relationshipof the existene of winning strategies to base properties and overing properties ofthe underlying spae. The existene of a winning strategy for one of the playersis onjetured to be equivalent to the spae have ountable network weight.In addition, onnetions to the lass of D-spaes and the lass of hereditarilyLindel�of spaes are shown.Keywords: topologial game, network, netweight, weakly separated, D-spaeClassi�ation: 54D20, 54E201. IntrodutionLet us introdue two losely related topologial games: Given a spae X welet G(X) (resp., G0(X)) denote the following two player game of length ! on Xplayed by SET and POINT. In the �rst inning of the game:SET plays D0 � X and a neighborhood assignment fVx : x 2 D0g, andPOINT plays x0 2 D0.A play of the game is a sequene D0; x0; : : :Dn; xn; : : : , where at inning n of thegameSET plays Dn � Dn�1, andPOINT plays xn 2 Dn.Let D = TfDn : n 2 !g. We say POINT wins in G(X) if[fVxn : n 2 !g �[fVx : x 2 Dgand POINT wins in G0(X) if[fVxn : n 2 !g � D:Otherwise SET wins .The games G(X) and G0(X) originated in an attempt to understand the rela-tionship between hereditarily Lindel�ofness and the D-spae property. A T1 spaeX is said to be a D-spae if for eah open neighborhood assignment fUx : x 2 Xgthere is a losed and disrete subset D � X suh that fUx : x 2 Dg overs thespae. The notion is due to van Douwen, �rst studied with Pfe�er in [4℄, and



562 G. Gruenhage, P. Szeptykithe open question whether every regular Lindel�of spae is a D-spae has beenattributed to van Douwen [6℄. Indeed very few examples of regular spaes witheven very weak overing properties that are not D-spaes are known. Reentlya Hausdor� example of a hereditarily Lindel�of spae that is not a D-spae wasonstruted assuming } [8℄. However, it may be onsistent or even a ZFC resultthat every hereditarily Lindel�of regular spae is a D-spae.While the games are losely related to the van Douwen question, a perhapsmore interesting question is whether POINT having a winning strategy in G(X)or G0(X) is equivalent to X having ountable network weight. Consideration ofthis question leads us to a generalization of the notion of weakly separated subsetsof a spae and to an open question of M. Tkahenko. Reall that a subset Y of aspae X is weakly separated if there is a neighborhood assignment fVy : y 2 Y gsuh that for all y 6= z from Y , if y 2 Vz then z =2 Vy . Tkahenko asked whetherit is onsistent that every spae with no unountable weakly separated subspaeshas ountable network weight [9℄.2. Main resultsLemma 1. Suppose SET has no winning strategy in G0(X). Then SET has nowinning strategy in G0(Y ) in any subspae Y of X .Proof: Suppose SET has no winning strategy in G(X), let Y be a subspaeof X , and let � be a strategy for SET in G(Y ). We show � is not winning byde�ning a orresponding strategy �� in G(X) suh that �� not winning implies �not winning. Let D0 and fVx : x 2 D0g be SET's initial play in G(Y ) using thestrategy �. For eah x 2 D0, let V �x be an open neighborhood of x in X suh thatV �x \ Y = Vx, and de�ne D0 and fV �x : x 2 D0g to be SET's initial play in G(X)using the strategy ��. Then if x0 2 D0 is POINT's initial play in G(X), let D1be SET's response using � if SET pretends x0 is POINT's play in G(Y ), and letthis same set D1 be SET's response to x0 in G(X). And so on. Sine �� is notwinning, there is a sequene x0; x1; : : : of plays by POINT in G(X) suh that[fV �xn : n 2 !g � Dwhere D = Tn2!Dn. But then this same sequene of plays wins for POINT inG(Y ). Hene � is not winning. �Theorem 2. If SET has no winning strategy in G(X) or G0(X), then X ishereditarily Lindel�of and hereditarily a D-spae.Proof: First note that if SET has no winning strategy in G(X), then SET hasno winning strategy in G0(X) either, sine a win for SET in G0(X) is a win inG(X) too. Thus it suÆes to show that SET having no winning strategy in G0(X)implies X is hereditarily a Lindel�of D-spae.Suppose then that X has no winning strategy in G0(X). By the lemma, weonly need to prove X is Lindel�of and a D-spae, whih we do by showing thatif fUx : x 2 Xg is a neighborhood assignment, then there is a ountable losed



A game and its relation to netweight and D-spaes 563disrete set D suh that fUx : x 2 Dg overs X . Consider the strategy for SET,with initial play D0 = X and the given neighborhood assignment, and where atthe nth inning, SET plays Dn = X nSi<n Uxi where (xi : i < n) is the sequeneof POINT's plays up to that point. Sine this strategy is not winning for SET,there is a sequene of points fxn : n 2 Xg suh that xn =2 SfUxi : i < ng andfUxn : n 2 !g overs all of X . It follows that if D = fxn : n 2 !g, then D islosed disrete and fUx : x 2 Dg overs X . �Proposition 3. If X has a ountable network, then POINT has a winning stra-tegy in G(X).Proof: Let F = fFn : n 2 !g be a network for X . We desribe a strategy forPOINT. Suppose that SET plays D0 � X and fVx : x 2 D0g. Then POINTplays some x0 2 D0 suh that Vx0 � Fn0 , where n0 is least possible. At inningk > 0 of the game, hoose nk minimal suh that nk =2 fni : i < kg and there is anxk 2 Dk with Vxk � Fnk ; then POINT plays xk . To see that POINT wins thisplay of the game, let D = Tn2!Dn and let y 2 SfVx : x 2 Dg. Then for somem 2 ! and x 2 D, y 2 Fm � Vx. Then by the way the ni's were hosen, we musthave m = nk for some k, and hene y 2 Si2! Vxi . So POINT wins the game. �We onjeture that the onverse to Proposition 3 is also true:Question 1. If POINT has a winning strategy in G(X) or G0(X), does it followthat X has a ountable network?As indiated by this question, we also do not know of a spae X in whihPOINT has a winning strategy in G0(X) but not in G(X). A ounterexample toQuestion 1 would need to be a hereditarily Lindel�of spae without a ountablenetwork. Most (all?) known examples of suh spaes an be shown to have theproperty that POINT does not have a winning strategy. Indeed, this is loselyrelated to the Tkahenko's question whether onsistently every spae with nounountable weakly separated subset has a ountable network ([9℄; see also Prob-lem 378, [7℄). The following generalization of weak separation will help us showthat POINT has no winning strategy in ertain examples of hereditarily Lindel�ofspaes.De�nition 4. A subset A of a hereditarily Lindel�of topologial spae (X; �) isdually weakly separated, if there is another hereditarily Lindel�of topology � 0 onX and two neighborhood assignments fVx : x 2 Ag � � and fWx : x 2 Ag � � 0suh that(1) x 2 Vx \Wx for all x 2 A, and(2) for all x 6= y in A, if y 2Wx then x is not in the � 0 losure of Vy.Note that if � = � 0 in the previous de�nition then we obtain, for regular spaes,a statement equivalent to \A is weakly separated".Proposition 5. Suppose POINT has a winning strategy in G0(X) on a spae(X; �). Then no unountable subset of X is dually weakly separated with respetto any hereditarily Lindel�of topology � 0.



564 G. Gruenhage, P. SzeptykiProof: Suppose that � is a strategy for POINT, and by Theorem 2 we mayassume that (X; �) is hereditarily Lindel�of. By way of ontradition suppose that� 0 is another hereditarily Lindel�of topology on X and A � X is unountable andfVx : x 2 Ag � � and fWx : x 2 Ag � � 0 witness that A is dually weaklyseparated.FixM an elementary submodel of some H� for � suÆiently large suh thatMontains everything relevant. Fix z 2 X nM . For eah x 2 X , let yx be POINT'sresponse to an opening play of Dx0 = Wx n fxg. Let Ux = (Wx n Vyx) (here thelosure is taken wrt � 0. The sets Ux form a � 0-open over of X , so has a ountablesubover fUx : x 2 A0g. By elementarity we may assume that A0 2M and sineit is an open over, we may �nd x0 2 A0 suh that z 2 Ux0 and so z 2 Dx00 . Foreah x 2 Dx00 let Dx1 = Dx00 \ (Wx n fxg) and let y1x be POINT's response to thisplay where POINT follows its strategy �. By assumption, we have that the setsU1x =WxnVy1x form a � 0-open over ofDx00 . SineX must be hereditarily Lindel�of,it follows that we have a ountable A1 suh that fUx : x 2 A1g overs Dx00 . Byelementarity, we may assume that A1 2 M , and may �nd x1 2 A1 with z 2 U1x .It follows that z 2 Dx11 . Continuing in this fashion we �nd a sequene of playsby SET of the form Dn = Dxnn = Dxn�1n�1 \Wxn n fxng with the property that forall n, z 2 Dn and z =2 Vynxn where ynxn is POINT's response to this play Dn. Thisimplies that the play is losing for POINT, so POINT does not have a winningstrategy. �Proposition 5 an be used to show that POINT has no winning strategy onmany interesting examples of heredetarily Lindel�of spaes: For example, for anyspae with an unountable weakly separated subspae (e.g., any unountable sub-spae of the Sorgenfrey line or any L-spae), POINT has no winning strategy.There are onsistent examples of hereditarily Lindel�of spaes with no unount-able weakly separated subspaes, yet using Proposition 5 we an see that POINThas no winning strategy.Example 1. We reall an example mentioned in [5, p. 303℄. An unountable setof reals E is alled 2-entangled if every unountable monotone funtion from asubset of E to E has a �xed point. Suh sets exist assuming CH and are onsistentwith MA+:CH [2℄. Now let f be any unountable one-to-one funtion from asubset of E to E with no �xed point, and onsider the plane with the topology �re�ning the usual Eulidean topology by adding \bowtie" neighborhoods of theform V(x1;x2) = fy : y1 � x1 and x2 � y2 or y1 � x1 and x2 � y2g. Let X bethe graph of f as a subspae of the plane with this topology, and let X 0 be thegraph of f with the topology � 0 obtained by rotating the bowtie neighborhoods by90 degrees. Both X and X 0 are hereditarily Lindel�of, but neither has a ountablenetwork beause f(x; x) : x 2 fg is easily seen to be a disrete subspae of X�X 0.Now note that if B(x) is a bowtie neighborhood of x in � , and B0(x) its rotationby 90o, then f(B(x); B0(x)) : x 2 fg witnesses that X is dually weakly separated.So POINT has no winning strategy in G0(X).



A game and its relation to netweight and D-spaes 565Example 2. K. Ciesielski onstruted an example of spae with network weight!2 but any subspae of ardinality !1 has a ountable network [3℄. Clearly, no un-ountable subset of this spae ould be weakly separated, however, the entire spaeis dually weakly separated. The example is obtained by foring a generi graph onF : [!2℄�2 ! 2 with the stipulation that F (fxg) = 0 for every x 2 X = !2. Then� = �F is the topology obtained by taking the sets UFx;i = fy : F (fx; yg) = ig asa subbasis. Ciesielski onstruts a further foring extension where this topologyis the required example. To see that this spae is dually weakly separated, de�neanother funtion G : [!2℄�2 ! 2 by G(fx; yg) = F (fx; yg) for all x 6= y andG(fxg) = 1 for all x 2 X . De�ning a subbasis with respet to G in the sameway, one obtains an alternate topology � 0 = �G. The proof that � 0 is hereditarilyLindel�of is the same as Ciesielski's proof for � . Note that UGx;1 = (X nUFx;0)[fxg.So, UGx;1 is � -losed. By symmetry, it also follows that eah UFx;0 is � 0-losed. Also,if y 2 UGx;1 and x 6= y then F (fx; yg) = G(fx; yg) = 1, so y =2 UFx;0. So y is not inthe � 0 losure of UFx;0. Therefore the sets Wx = UGx;1, Vx = UFx;0 form a dual weakseparation of X .Question 2. If a hereditarily Lindel�of spae inludes no unountable duallyweakly separated subset, must it have a ountable network?If so, then POINT having a winning strategy implies ountable network weight.Finally, we point out that being hereditarily Lindel�of is not haraterized bySET not having a winning strategy:Proposition 6. SET has a winning strategy on the Sorgenfrey line.Proof: For eah x 2 R, let Ux = [x;1). Let SET play as follows: D0 = (0;1)and fUx : x 2 (0;1)g is the opening play. Assume that in the nth inning, SETand POINT have played a sequene fDi; xi : i � ng suh that Di = (yi; xi�1)where 0 = y0 < y1 < � � � < yn < xn�1 < � � � < x0. Then if point responds byhoosing xn 2 Dn = (yn; xn�1), SET responds with Dn+1 = (yn+1; xn). Usingompatness, it is easy to see that this is a winning strategy for SET. �Of ourse, the square of the Sorgenfrey line is not Lindel�of. And, moreover, theexample of [8℄ is a T2 example of a spae with the property that every subspaehas eah �nite power Lindel�of, but it is not a D-spae. This raises the naturalquestion whether X! being hereditarily Lindel�of implies that X is a D-spae, oreven more:Question 3. If X is regular and X! is hereditarily Lindel�of, is it the ase thatSET has no winning strategy in G(X)?Of ourse, if Xn is hereditarily Lindel�of for eah n, then so is X!, however,the assumptions of the following question might be weaker than the previous.Question 4. Suppose X that is regular and for every subspae Y � X , we haveevery �nite power of Y is Lindel�of. Does it follow that SET has no winningstrategy in G(X)?



566 G. Gruenhage, P. SzeptykiIf we only assume Hausdor� in the previous question then we have a onsistentnegative answer [8℄.The Star Game. Analyzing Arhangel'skii and Buzyakova's proof that spaeswith a point ountable base are D-spaes, L. Aurihi de�ned a topologial game,alled the star game, as follows (see [1℄). Given a spaeX with basis B, PLAYER Ihooses x0 2 X and PLAYER II hooses A0 � X and basi open sets fVx : x 2A0 [ fx0gg suh that x 2 Vx for eah x. At stage �, having hosen fx� : � < �gand fA� : � < �g:If fx� : � < �g is not losed disrete, then I wins if S�<� A� does not inludeall limit point of fx� : � < �g, otherwise II wins.If fx� : � < �g is losed disrete and fVx� : � < �g overs X , then I wins.Otherwise, the game ontinues and I hooses x� 2 X n fx� : � < �g and IIhooses A� along with neighborhoods Vx 2 B for eah x 2 fx�g [ A� subjet tothe rule that if x 2 (fx�g [A�)\ (S�<� A�) then Vx �xed at stage � is the sameas the Vx hosen in the previous stage of the game.Theorem 7 ([1℄). If X has a point ountable base, then PLAYER I has a winningstrategy in the star game. If PLAYER II has no winning strategy in the star gameon a spae X then X is a D-spae.Theorem 8. If POINT has a winning strategy in the gameG0(X), then PLAYERII has no winning strategy in the star game.Proof: Suppose that POINT has a winning strategy in the game G0(X), andPLAYER II in the star game employs some �xed strategy. We de�ne a responseby PLAYER I that will defeat this strategy. Let f : ! ! ! be any funtion suhthat f(n) < n for all n > 0, and f�1(k) is in�nite for all k 2 !.In inning n = 0, PLAYER I plays any x0 2 X . Let A0 and the neighborhoodassignment fVx : x 2 A0[fx0gg be PLAYER II's response following her strategy.Now onsider A0 nVx0 with the neighborhood assignment given from II's movein the star game as SET's �rst move in a game G0(X), whih we will all the 0thauxiliary game, and let x1 be POINT's reply in G0(X) to this move using herwinning strategy, and let it also be I's reply to II's �rst move in the star game.At stage n > 0 of the star game, we have a partial play x0; A0; x1; : : : ; xn�1;An�1. We have also de�ned partial plays (some of whih may be empty) endingin a move of POINT in n auxiliary games of type G0(X). We will also havethe neighborhoods Vxi , i < n, hosen by II's strategy, and I's plays fxigi<n willalways be suh that xi =2 Sj<i Vxj .De�ne I's response xn to this partial play as follows. Suppose f(n) = k. Wethen extend the kth auxiliary game by one round. If it has not started yet, letAk n Si<n Vxi with the neighborhood assignment given from the star game beSET's �rst move in G0(X). If it has started, and B is SET's last move in thatgame, then let B nSi<n Vxi be SET's next move. Now let xn be POINT's replyin G0(X) as well as I's reply to the given partial play of the star game. (If SET's



A game and its relation to netweight and D-spaes 567move de�ned as above happens to be empty, then let xn be an arbitrary elementof X nSi<n Vxi .)Note that at stage ! all the auxiliary games will have been ompleted, andevery play by POINT in these games will be among the xn's. Sine POINT usedher winning strategy, and SET's plays in the kth auxiliary game have the formAk minus some �nite union of the Vxi 's, it follows that Ak � Sn2! Vxn for allk 2 !.Sine xn =2 Si<n Vxi , any limit point of the xn's lies outside of Sn2! Vxn . SineSn2! Vxn ontains all of the An's, if fxngn2! has a limit point, it is not in anyAn and hene Player I has won the game. If on the other hand fxngn2! is loseddisrete, then either the Vxn 's over X , in whih ase I again wins, or the gameontinues.If the game ontinues, for the next ! rounds Player I ontinues similarly to the�rst ! rounds. That is, I �rst hooses any x! 2 X nSn2! Vxn . II plays A! anda neighborhood assignment fVx : x 2 A! [ fx!gg. Then onsider A! nSn�! Vxnwith the neighborhood assignment given from II's move in the star game as SET's�rst move in the !th auxiliary game G0(X), and let x!+1 be POINT's reply inG0(X) to this move using her winning strategy, and let it also be I's reply to II's!th move in the star game. And so on out to stage !+!. If the game is still notover, ontinue in like manner.Sine we are assuming POINT has a winning strategy in G0(X), X is hered-itarily Lindel�of and the game must end at some ountable stage �. If fx�g�<�is losed disrete and the game is over, then I has won. If fx�g�<� has a limitpoint, then sine x� =2 S<� Vx , and for � < �, fxg<� is losed disrete, anylimit point of the x� 's lies outside of S�<� Vx� . But then said limit point annotbe in any A� sine (arguing as in the �rst ! rounds) A� is overed by the Vx 's, < �. So I wins again and Player II's strategy is defeated. �Referenes[1℄ Aurihi L., D-spaes, topologial games and seletion priniples, Topology Pro. 36(2010), 107{122.[2℄ Abraham U., Shelah S., Martin's Axiom does not imply that every two �1-dense sets ofreals are isomorphi, Israel J. Math. 38 (1981), 161{176.[3℄ Ciesielski K., On the netweight of subspaes, Fund. Math. 117 (1983), no. 1, 37{46.[4℄ van Douwen E.K., Pfe�er W.F., Some properties of the Sorgenfrey line and relatedspaes, Pai� J. Math. 81 (1979), no. 2, 371{377.[5℄ Gruenhage G., Cosmiity of ometrizable spaes, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 313 (1989),301{315.[6℄ Gruenhage G., A survey of D-spaes, Contemporary Mathematis 533 (2011), 13{28.[7℄ Gruenhage G., Moore J., Perfet ompata and basis problems in topology, in OpenProblems in Topology II, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 2007, pp. 151{159.[8℄ Soukup D., Szeptyki P.J., A ounterexample in the theory of D-spaes, preprint.
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